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Abstract

This paper describes a realtime software system which recognizes musical chords from input sound signals. I designed an algorithm and implemented it in Common Lisp Music/Realtime environment. The system runs on Silicon Graphics workstations and on the Intel PC platform. Experiments verified that the system succeeded in correctly identifying chords even on orchestral sounds.
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1 Introduction

Musical chord recognition is a process of identifying specific pitch simultaneities that combine to produce the functional harmonic palette of western music1. Traditionally, it is approached as a polyphonic transcription task to identify individual notes [1] [2] [3], which is then followed by a symbolic inference stage to determine the chord (Fig.1) [4]. This approach suffers from recognition errors at the first stage. The errors result from noises, and from overlapping harmonics of notes in the spectrum of the input audio signal. These inevitable errors makes the chord recognition task difficult.
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Figure 1: Traditional Approach

Recently, Leman proposed an alternative approach [5]. His “Simple Auditory Model” (SAM for short) avoids the unreliable note identification process by adopting numerical representation and manipulation of information throughout the process, to realize a robust recognition system. The key of SAM is the use of an intensity map of twelve semitone pitch classes. Derived from a spectrum through straightforward numerical processing, the map preserves more information and achieves more robustness than note names do.

Based on the framework of SAM, I designed a chord recognition algorithm, which is described in the following section.

2 Algorithm

The overview of my chord recognition algorithm is shown in Fig. 2.
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Figure 2: Chord Recognition Algorithm Overview

This algorithm first transforms an input sound to a Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) spectrum, from which a Pitch Class Profile (PCP) is derived. Then it does pattern matching on the PCP to determine the chord type and root. Two major heuristics are introduced to improve the overall performance. Details follow.

2.1 DFT Spectrum

First, this algorithm transforms a fragment of the input sound stream to a DFT spectrum. Let \( f_s \) be the sampling frequency and \( x(n) \) be a fragment
of the input sound signal with \( N \) samples, where \( n = 0, 1, \cdots, N - 1 \) is the index. Then the DFT spectrum \( X(k) \) is given for \( k = 0, 1, \cdots, N - 1 \) as:

\[
X(k) = \sum_{n=0}^{N-1} e^{-2\pi i kn/N} \cdot x(n)
\]

Note that \( X(0), \cdots, X(N/2 - 1) \), or the first half, gives the entire spectrum, as \( x(n) \) is real.

2.2 Pitch Class Profile

From \( X(k) \), this algorithm generates a Pitch Class Profile (PCP). A PCP is similar to the intensity map in Leman's SAM. It is a twelve dimension vector which represents the intensities of the twelve semitone pitch classes. For instance, the first PCP element shows how strong \( C \) is in total.

Let \( PCP(p) \) be a PCP. It is defined for the index \( p = 0, 1, \cdots, 11 \) as:

\[
PCP(p) = \sum_{l \text{ s.t. } M(l)=p} ||X(l)||^2
\]

where \( M(l) \) is a table which maps a spectrum bin index to the PCP index. \( M(l) \) can initially be defined as:

\[
M(l) = \begin{cases} 
-1 & \text{for } l = 0 \\
\text{round}(12\log_2((f_s \cdot \frac{1}{N})) / f_{ref}) \mod 12 & \text{for } l = 1, 2, \cdots, N/2 - 1
\end{cases}
\]

where \( f_{ref} \) is the reference frequency that falls into \( PCP(0) \). The term \( (f_s \cdot \frac{1}{N}) \) represents the frequency of the spectrum bin \( X(l) \). Note that \( PCP(p) \) and \( M(l) \) are actually further modified here for later use (see 2.4).

2.3 Pattern Matching

For each PCP obtained, this algorithm does pattern matching using the Chord Type Templates (CTT). The CTT's represent the knowledge of musical chords. \( CTT_c(p) \) is set to 1 if the chord type \( c \) at root \( C \) has the pitch class \( p \) in it, and 0 otherwise. For instance, the CTT for “M7” is \((1, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0)\).

I chose 27 chords (Table 1) in 2 groups, based on if a chord stays within an octave(S1) or not(S2).

Two matching methods are compared: the nearest neighbor and the weighted sum[6]. Each calculates scores for all the chord types, and for all the roots rotating the PCP, to choose the one with the best score.

Nearest Neighbor Method

The score to be minimized for a chord type \( c \) is given as:

\[
Score_{\text{nearest}c} = \sum_{p=0}^{11} (T_c(p) - PCP(p))^2
\]

Table 1: Chord Types Chosen

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>group</th>
<th>chord types</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>S1</td>
<td>G_single1, G_dim, G_dim7, G_min7, G_dimM7, G_m, G_m7, G_mMin7, G7, G, G_M7, G_Aug1, G_aug7, G_augM7, G_augG, G_augM7/G</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S2</td>
<td>G_m9, G9, G9+, Fm/G, FmM7/G, F/G, F7/G, FdimM7/G, F_augM7/G, C</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\( C \) is put as a placeholder for readability.

where \( T_c(p) \) is a typical PCP tuned by hand, starting from the original \( CTT_c(p) \).

Weighted Sum Method

The score to be maximized is given as:

\[
Score_{\text{weighted}c} = \sum_{p=0}^{11} W_c(p) \cdot PCP(p)
\]

where \( W_c(p) \) is the weight vector tuned by hand, again starting from \( CTT_c(p) \). Through the tuning, different chord types get different weights, so as to reflect the number of the notes in the chord type and the probability of the emergence of the chord type. Also, negative weights are put for better separation among similar chord types.

2.4 Heuristics

To improve the overall performance of this algorithm, I introduce the following two heuristics.

1) PCP Smoothing over time: Assuming that a chord usually lasts for several PCP frames, this algorithm does smoothing over past PCP’s by an averaging operation to reduce the noise.

2) Chord Change Sensing: A chord change is usually sudden, when the PCP vector changes its direction in the twelve dimension space. Therefore, we can sense chord changes by monitoring the direction of the PCP vector.

Other minor heuristics include:

- PCP preprocessing, including non-linear scaling
- Elimination of less important regions[7] in \( M(l) \)
- Use of an DFT window
- Silence detection to avoid unnecessary analysis
- Attack detection to avoid noisy PCP’s

for which details are not mentioned further here.
3 Implementation

Common Lisp Music/Realtime extension (CLM/R for short) is used to implement this algorithm. CLM is a flexible set of Common-Lisp-based synthesis and signal processing tools developed at CCRMA, Stanford University [8]. CLM/R is a realtime extension of CLM. It compiles LISP codes to binary executables to realize realtime sound processing using graphical user interface.

The system runs on Silicon Graphics workstation O2 (R5000/180MHz, Irix 6.3) and on the Intel PC platform (Pentium II/333MHz, RedHat Linux 5.2). The system layer is shown in Fig. 3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Musical Chord Recognition System</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Common Lisp Music (Realtime Extension)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allegro Common Lisp</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IRX 6.2 OS</td>
<td>RedHat Linux 5.2 OS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SGI O2</td>
<td>Intel PC</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3: System Layer

Running on CLM/R, this system takes in audio signals from a line-in or a sound file, infers the chords, and displays the result in realtime, simultaneous with the audio playback.

4 Experiments and Results

The parameters I chose for the experiments were as follows: the sampling frequency $f_s = 8.0$kHz, monaural, the DFT length $N = 2048$ without an overlap, and the reference frequency $f_{ref} = 65.4$Hz (C2). With these settings, the system produced fine PCP's without mainlobe interference on pure tone inputs coming from a YAMAHA SY-77 music synthesizer.

4.1 Responses to Keyboard Sound

I evaluated the capability of the two matching methods using sounds from a YAMAHA PSR-520 electronic keyboard. The line-in was the input source. I chose three timbres (0ccalina, Strings1, and GrandPno).

In the nearest neighbor method, initial CTT's worked well in segregating all the 27 chords played in any of the pure tone, 0ccalina, Strings1, and GrandPno.

In the weighted sum method, I tuned up the table by try-and-error to have the following accuracy: 100% (27/27) at the pure tone and 0ccalina, 93% (25/27) at GrandPno and Strings1.

4.2 Responses to Actual Music

I tested the system using musical sounds taken from CD recordings. For repeatability, sound files were used as the input source. The system made a series of guesses on the chord type and root, which I scored to give the accuracy by ($\#$ correct guesses)/($\#$ all guesses). A chord guess was counted as correct when its all pitch classes were included in the actual chord.

In the following examples the system is demonstrated using a 50" audio excerpt from the opening theme of Smetana's "Moldau" (below).

![Output Example](image)

Fig. 4 is the first 8 seconds of resulting PCP's and chords by the weighted sum method. Black squares in the figure represent values of PCP elements by their size.

At 4.10, the system heard both the preceding Em and the starting C, to output a CM7.

The system's output after 7.43, F#dim, is actually Am6, or F#dim7.

This example resulted from the best heuristics parameters (described later) and a table which was fully tuned up for actual music. This was in order to estimate the potential capability of the framework. The final accuracy reached 94% (196/208).

Through the experiment I found that the tables tuned for keyboard input did not give meaningful results in actual music, and vice versa.

Effects of Heuristics

I tested the effects of the heuristics and tuned the heuristics parameters as follows.
Fig. 5 shows how the heuristics affect the PCPs for three cases. In each graph, the time goes from left to right.

a) Without the heuristics, PCP's are quite noisy.

b) "Smoothing over Time" reduces noise, but it oversmoothes, blurring chord change points.

c) "Chord Change Sensing" helps preserve the chord change points.

Fig. 6 is an accuracy plot for various heuristics parameters.

Both the weighted sum method and the nearest neighbor method can correctly segregate 93% through 100% of the chords played with the pure tones or with synthesized sounds. On actual music, the weighted sum method can recognize chords with a high accuracy of 94%, while the nearest neighbor method results in insufficient accuracy. Therefore, these classifiers are sufficient at least in the ideal input situation, but better classifiers may be necessary to process actual music input.

The two heuristics for edge-preserving smoothing improve the overall accuracy by about 10%.

Future work will include a better classifier, the table tuning technique, bass note tracking, use of musical context for the symbol level error correction.
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